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Germany belongs to the countries that benefitted extraordinarily from the worldwide automotive boom, with a significant 
percentage of the population employed directly at one of the makers or within the related network of suppliers. Previously 

vehicle sales were not only fueled by the obvious convenience factor but also cars as status symbols, affordable cost of ownership 
- as long as environmental costs were of lesser concern – and governments eager to help build lasting industries. Today the 
landscape has changed in more ways than can be considered healthy for any sector and it appears as though all changes occur 
simultaneously. In a more and more urbanized and space constricted environment, traveling by car – at least at day light – 
has certainly become less fast and less cheap, nor does it continue to add much to one’s status. On top of all these, societies 
are becoming increasingly aware of the implications for health and climate. Nevertheless, moving remains a necessity. The 
neglect of countryside infrastructure and subsequently sprawling cities alone pose increasing challenges – to an increasing 
number of stakeholders. Now it is not just about makers, drivers, road building respectively maintenance, oil companies and 
car dealers. Emerging technologies further involve utilities, mobility providers and platforms which here – as elsewhere – 
facilitate transactions and re-shape markets. Also in order to prevail, established players, we take a fresh look at value chains 
and this is where opportunities arise. Highly capitalized buyers contribute to drive - as much as control - innovation, with 
smaller companies looking for Exit Partners. The presentation looks at various transactions in the automotive space as well as 
their motives.
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